
Advanced Physics Unit 11: Rotational Kinematics and Centripetal Motion 
Practice Problems 

Circular motion can involve rotation and/or revolution. Rotation occurs when the object spins about an 
internal axis. Revolution occurs when the axis lies outside of the object. Some objects do both at the 
same time! The time it takes for an object to make one rotation or one 
revolution is called its period. 

Linear motion involves concepts we studied last semester such as 

displacement (Ax) and velocity (f1x/dt). Circular motions involve changing 

an angle (de) and angular velocity (m) which is how much this angle 

changes with respect to time: (de/dt). Additionally, a rotating or revolving 

object also can move linearly or tangentially. The displacement is an arc 

around the circumference (Ax = 2nr); the velocity [called tangential velocity 

(Vt)] is this displacement over time. It is called tangential as the object's 

velocity is tangential to the arc. 


As seen from the North Pole, the earth spins CCW once in 24 hours (actually it is slightly less). 

1. (a) What is the de in degrees and radians that the earth moves in'1 hour? (answer = 15 degrees or 

0.262 radians) 	 ~ _ 'S~ Z ... rAtL _ 0.2.(.2 ,,:!JJ 

2 4 ~,.~ - Vhf(., 1. 'I h,...s - hI( 


(b) What is the Earth's angular velocity (ol) in rpm, degrees per hour, and radians per second? (answers 
L = 6.94 X 10-4 rpm; 15 deglhr; 7.21x 10-5~Sec) o.A I l-.rI, ' J .. 't or 1. • 	 . 1.~1..~ ~ '1\ 	

IrD'r X ~ ~ --!:. - <0 q)( 10 .... phi " IS jlh~ (lAbotH,. ) eo ~t" 3'OO~ 
d4Y l'lhrJ. 'OIW\Wn-. ,) Qi\$\~r, ') :: 11.~ (, 0-5 ~ 
(c) ffthe earth's radius is about 6.4 x 106 meters, what tangential v~locity (m/s) does an object have at S 

-8; the equator? (answer = 465.4rmts) or y" cJtpMb\~ o-.n r.~.hvj y-CA,T'......:t ~/ul.; 

Se~~~ 2-1\. It.'iXI 0"", -= %S.tt '%- =",I/X.IO ",.. (1.L&X/O.s~/.s) 
- ~ - 1.~~("$~ ,~,,.. 3400$Cf.l :: "" 5.., ~h 

2. A traditional watcli has three han s: an hour hand, a minute hand, and a 

second hand. 


Determine the angular velocity (ol) in radians per second for each hand. 

_ -4. "'ouY- "" """,rl, 30 ~s ttf""ouYlol 
(a) hour hand (answer - 1.45 x 10 rad/s). 6fit..~ e~f"''1 I 'Z.. "'~ 

!	....ot )(' ~nu.l)( lin: ';; L.Lt~ X t0-'+ l"tN.\f, 

a2hrS tnt 3'-OOSeG S 


.Jr (c) second hand1(answer = 1.05 x 10-1 rad/s) 
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3. Not only is the earth rotating, it is revolving around the Sun. Assuming a circular orbit of radius 1.5 
X1011 m, and a orbital period of 365.25 days, calculate the follow\ng: 

(a) the degrees (~e) of its orbit the earth moves in one day; (answer 0.986 deg) 
(b) the Earth's tangential velocity (Vt) in radians per second; (answer = 29,865 mis) 
(c)the Earth's angular velocity (co) about the Sun in radians per second (answer = 2 x 10-7 rad/s) 

4. A O.5-meter di~er bicycle wheel is rotating at a constant 60 rpm. 
~~d~ 

(a) What isits angular speed in radians per second? (answer 6.28 or 2n rad/s) 

(,0 rot- 'f.. '2-1t ~)(. .!1)."" :: 211. ~ "" r... '2..8 ~I~w
Mtf\ ,ro1; 'a~. ~~ 

-t (b) What is the tangential velocity in mis ofa point on the rim of the wheel? (answer = l~s) 

\tO~ \J::: c\rc:o ~ ~ r :. 2;~(0.5 1fI.) 1t.

\~ \A2(, 

~magine a Ferris wheel that·is rotating at the rate of45 degrees each second. 
(a) What is the Ferris wheel's period of rotation in seconds? (answer = 8 sec) 
(b) What is the angular velocity in rotations per minute (rpm)? (answer =7.5 

rpm) . 


(c) What is the angular velocity in radians per second? (answer =0.785 rad/s) 
(d) If the tangential velocity ofone"of the cars is 7.85 mis, how far (in meters) 

is it located from the center (axis of rotation)? (answer = approx 10 m) 


~c -::. ~ Ilt.(.; 

4~/$U..-

J 

=t,~S ~s~ (9.1iS--~/~ (r) 

r::. to N\ 
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Note: for my calculations using 1t, I use 3.14159. Your answers may be a bit 
different depending upon your value for pi and rounding. 

The second hand of a watch rotates at a constant angular velocity (ro) of 0.1 05 
radians/ sec. 

a) What is the angular displacement (~e) in radians and degrees after 90 seconds? 
(answer = 9.45 radians or 541 degrees) .,6. & :: W b 

~>~vJ: ':: .IOS ~ .90 41...(...':. 9.4S-~ 0 

Q~v~ see. X ~. ::.. 
vel ~ 2.-lLr~ 

b) How many rotations did the second hand undergo? 
(answer = 1.5 rotations) 

(V'Ot ~ I
'\.45' V'f1l)t ~:;,....J., -:;: \."? rt1V 

Wheel ofMisfortune. In a popular game show, contestants 
give the wheel a spin and try to win money and prizes! 
The wheel is given a rotational velocity and this rotation 
slows down over time and the wheel eventu:il stops. 

\}.). =- l!!! y.. 2.fL ~ 3, \ '-i \ 5""1 
I 2.Se£.; frot 

One contestant gives the wheel an initial angular velocity 
((OJ) of 1 rotation every two seconds. Because of friction, the wheel eventually comes to rest «(Of = 0 
radians/sec) in 6 seconds. 

(a) Because the wheel's angular velocity is chan~ing, we must have an angular acceleration. 
Calculate, u, the angular acceleration in radians/s . (Note: you must first change the (OJ of 1 revolution 
every two seconds into rad/sec). (answer =-0.52 radlsec2

) ..,J 
c>( ~ A~:: WJ-wi ~ 0- :,,\lff~ Ul- == - Or52-rvJ/~'2-

-b -b . t,. ~ (- 0 I f1-'blo rcA/I. j 
(b) Why is the angular acceleration you found in part (a) a negative value? What does the negative 
sign physically mean for the wheel? (answer: slowing down) SL-olAJINCr Pow N 

(c) How many radians (Lle or er- ei) did the wheel "sweep" out as it was slowing down to a stop? 
(answer = 9.4 rads) f\ =- W'L + .L 0( b L.

6. t7 I 1:. "L. l,.. 

Ae ;;. 3,f'1lS-~ rv<A1s. ("1.Cl-) +t(-O,52~'~~)(">e~) -= 91Lf retd 

(d) Convert this ~e you found in the previous answer from radians to rotations. (answer = 1.5 

rotations) Ae- -:: 9 1'+ rMs)( -l.!:.- t:, l, S y6 t-
L::> 21t Ir-~ 

(e) The wheel stop rotating in 6 seconds. So at t = 3 seconds, it is still rotating. Calculate the ro in 
radians per second at this time. (answer 1.57 rad/s) {.J-f -:: Lv l + ~ t 

.= "3 .141 S-., ~/5. - 0,4?23 (p .,,;.J/si 3 ~) 
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· 'lJ': ....A::.1. o'f1' -1 .nJ nJ 
,,...,,, 'f. ~.t . l.!!;... - 2." (8 - tl- ~ L f ..... ttt1 'I"""" t'" ~ 

I.,.~'O~'I-(,ov' '.\f~2S~'/.60~ fr'"t)
vv I ~,~ vv ~t~ 

1. A fan that is turning at 10 rpm speeds up to 25 rpm in 10 seconds. How many radians 
and rotations does the blade require to alter its speed? (Note: You must first convert the 

~ rpm to rad/s. To use the equations, any angular quantities must berin radians. ) (answer: 
18.3 radians or 2.92 rotatiQns) b AA.u:l. 

W-s w,4 a<.t rO'\'1~ ·~f~ ..... ,........ 2..0( (t.E~) A&'" 1~,3 ~
1.. 

1.~/~ ::. I,o'fl ~ + -((I,Ow) jQ-,"I'l. ~,t': ~,o "1'.1- roJ/s) + A. ( •. Inv--·Jk) (A &) If,3~)({~ 
-:. 2..,922. <i1 An old phonograph played some records at 45 rpm or 4.71 rad/sec. Let's say the phonograph is f..-ot 

turning at 45 rpm and then the motor is turned off, taking 0.75 seconds to come to a stop. 

~,'" - Lt'r.fJ· "* ~ 'OJ ~e.4. ~ '4, 111- -J/~
;.. Wf :- 0- -,;;, ,Mljl\r .hOJ,eP ,v-t;

a) What is its angular acce eratlon? (answer = - 6.3 rad/~ec2) 

Wf - w; _ () - Lt, :j-/"L .,...J/.s ~- t" 3 """""k'" (- e., U 32 "-'8,:) 
0( - 1;; Df ~S" ~ 

b) How many rotations did it make while coming to a stop? (9 = 1.77 radians or 0.281 rot) 

.6b~ wi (b) + taCt)... )l- I ~1......t )c. trDC - tJ.L81rc-b 
:: 4,=l-1L.~/s. (Ollt)t- -i (_~,~3L~ISl.)(OttS-.s = ~~f ~ 

3. A. f1ywheel turning at 1200 rpm (125.7 

fad/s) constant angular velocity has a 

radius of2.5 cm (0.025 nl). As it turns~ a 

string is to be \vound onto its rim. How 

long a piece string \vill he \vrapped in 10 

seconds (i.e. how high will it lift the 

weight)? (answer = 31.4 m) 1; 

~ e-:: W t::. '1.S.~~s (,0 S«..) ~ I~ 
CMvui 10 ('sf; 

I v-tJ t - '2.. 0 I) rtl t:

r2.S1r oJS lt ~y-.J' 
200Y'tlt,x ~ ~ ,~t~ =- 200t )( 1.._1t~(-.....;;;..;.;:.",

I rot r.· Ir't- ,....-~ 


= 3I. f1 YIt\,. 

4. A wheel makes 4.0 rotations in 1 

second, rotating at constant angular velocity. What will its angular displacement be after 13.0 s? 

Determine in rotatiQns and radians. (answers 52 rotations or 327 rad)..... $24."J-~s 


q. ....Db~ ./3Stt ~~2...r,t~ ~~ 3z'.1-~> 
I~ ,~~t 

5. CDs are not only used in the music industry, but are also utilized in the computer industry. The 
information of a huge library can be stored on a single CD. The CD spins around and information is 
read or written to it as it rotates. One CDROM drive I saw mentions it has a stated angular velocity of 
8560 rpm. If the CD starts from rest, what is the angular acceleration if it takes 120 milliseconds (0.12 
seconds) for the CD to reach this angular velocity? (answer =7470 rad/s2) 

~I:°gc,(,o !:ti )( ~:, )( ~t'..J:";; ~'1".'I ~ 0( -::: Lvr ~ =':!.t,'f -k-~~ 
1 ,,,It''l. '0 SocL fr-f t;- -b .. 120 Sec..

0( := 7-'110 ~l..
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W, ::.0 
/

6. Starting from rest, the tub of a washing machine reaches an angular speed of 5.2 rad/s, with an 
average angular acceleration of 4.0 rad/s2• 

(a) How long does it take the spin cycle to come up to speed? (answer = 1.3 

sec) Wf - ""; ==- 0( & 
5. 2.. Y-~/$ - 0 
_ ' ~ 1,3s-l<., 

4 vrlf/j ), 

(b) What angular displacement (in radians and rotations) does the tub rotate 
through as it reaches this angular velocity? (answer 3.38 radians or 0.54 
rotations) I:i -=- w~..,..., J... fjI( t 1

Alf ~- ~ ,~£ ~ 
l.. I X ____ :, f), 7tf- "', v::: t ('1 v+tl/; ,)(,.1$) :: 3.3 g Y-#.I Ln vvt{ 

Axis of 
mtatiofl 

7. The blades of an electric blender are whirling with an angular velocity of 
+375 rad/s while the "puree" button is pushed in. When the "blend" button is 
then pressed, the blades accelerate and reach a greater angular velocity after the 
blades have rotated through an angular displacement of +44.0 rad (seven 
revolutions). The angular acceleration has a constant value of+ 1740 rad/s 

2
• 

Find the final angular velocity (rof) of the blades. (answer = 542 rad/s) 

1.1 _ LV + 0( -& W{ ~ LV, 4.+ 2.0«6. & ) 
\Pf - , 1 , ' -a. 'w4.

Wf =-~1s""'..yJ,) +2{11'10~J 

vJ1 ~= '2'13 I :f'1S" ~l. 
Wf r; '12.-vv-IIs:0: 

8. A 0.5-meter dia91eter bicycle wheel initially rotating at 60 rpm rolls to rest at a constant rate in 10 

seconds. What is its angular acceleration, u, in radians per second per second? 

(answer -0.628 'rad/s2

) 


IN -:: f,O ro+- ''''';..)(~....~= 2..-~~I"'-<.. 
, ;;:::. j. bO ~ Iy. t 


WI 0 
 0-2-,;, ~/~

h IO~ 


/O~ 


rI... =. - 0 .... 2<6 vuJ/s ......... 
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Centripetal Accelerations and Centripetal Forces: 

The gist: When an object moves in a circle or even part of a circle, a net force is needed to maintain 
this circular motion. These centripetal forces are directed toward the center of the circle (Fe, 
centripetal) and can be caused by forces we know and love: tension, friction, normal, gravity, etc. 
Since we have a net force, there must also be an acceleration (ac, centripetal acceleration). We can 
quantify these ideas with the following equations: 

Fnet Fnet = ma 
r 

General strategy: 
(1) Read the problem and circle important ideas and phrases 
(2) Create a force diagram of the situation 
(3) Identify the force( s) involved with circular motion. There may be one or several. 
(4) Use your equations to solve the problem 

Problem 1. The following problem is a pretty common physics situation. A 
person revolves an object in an approximate horizontal circle. The hand and arm 
muscles provide an inward force that is transmitted along the string as a 
tensional force. This tension is directed inward towards the center ofthe 
inscribed circle. 

Let's look at several situations 

(a) Let's say that the bucket has a mass of 1 kg and the string is 1 m in length. How much tension 
must be provided to the string by your arm muscles to keep the bucket rotating at 5 mls? l 1. SN) 

(b) Keep all the variables the same except for rotational speed. How does the tension change if you 
doubled your speed? ( '2.'1 of' 4 -h N\LS ;:. too tJ ) 

(c) Go back to original situation (a). How would the tension change if you doubled the mass of the 
object swung? (ctoublui:: So N) 

(d) Go back to original situation (a). How would the situation change if you doubled the string length? 
t ,-,,,tueA '!" fl.,. s,...)'\ 

... I, 2.. /
F(,::. ~(A",:::: ~ = T -= 1k.~,\?rvy$):: 2; N 

r \M 

-r ~ \\t~ .(1 OM/?) 
1.. 

-:; '00 f'l 

\N\ 


"... 

T~2~:~1l?Mb):: ;t)"j 

\M 
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• • 

Problem 2: Sometimes the situation involves vertical circles: 

Here is a question from an old AP Physics exam 

.~.o_ O.lOk, 
, ,jj III' -.. ...... 

, ~ " ... ,,, 
J 0.80 In 

\ 

'\ 
,I \,, 

•t ,, ,• 
I\ 

I\ 
#\ 

I 

HorizoNaJ ~ "" p ,,'FlocJr·. ........ _,' 


~»7J7~J~ 
Here is the partial text of the questions from the exam: 

t. A O. J()"kilogram soiid robber ball is attacbed to tbt; cad of an 0.84)...lea" of1iJht thread. The ball is swuD8 
in a venieal circle. as shown in tbe diqram above. Poial P, dle lowest point or the ci~ is 0.20 meter above the 
floor. The speed of the ball at the top of tbe citde is 6.0 meters per ICICOIld. aad tbe total eDef1Y of the ball is kept 
constant. 

,. 

It.l) ,-""~:;;. ...v~ T= M~-t ~1...-; O. \ ~~ (q,t~h"l.) + 0,1 k.,(t,"2-1 ""/s)"-:::. q,If rJ~ r r 6,t"'" 
~[1 %,)..\ 3S~ 

(answers: total energy = 3.561; speed at pt. P = 8.2 mls; Tension at top 3.5 N; Tension at bottom 
9.4N) 
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Problem 3. Another common problem involving using planets, moon, andlor satellites. Look at the 
following picture. (a) What force is acting to keep the moon revolving in a circle? (b) If the centriretal 

force between the earth and the moon is 2 x 1020 N, the moon's mass = 7.3 x 102 kg 
,,-1l. -.... and the orbital radius between both objects = 3.84 x 108 meters, determine the 

/ "moon's orbital velocity. 
I 	 \ \.a) a r(;. \I i ~ 

I 1 '2- t'L L (' "2...)\ } l b) '2.. x l 0'1..0 N = ~ :::t t",x I 0 ,,~ V 

" / r- 3,SCof ",08 ~ 
....... --

(answers: centripetal force is supplied by the gravitational attraction between the moon and the Earth; 
the moon's orbital velocity = 1026 mls) 

Problem 4. Another type ofproblem involves static friction. An object like a car 
traveling around a circle needs a force to keep it going in a circle. The force 

N 	 diagram is given below. In this case, it is static friction that acts 
centripetally. Because the tire isn't moving side-to-side, it is static friction 
(J.ls·N). 

(a) Compare the maximum speeds a car can safely negotiate the curve of 
radius 50 meters in dry weather (coefficient of static friction = 0.9) and on an Sl 
icy day (0.1). (Answers: 21 mls in dry weather and 7 mls on an icy day) \\.\1"~V-

r-F= N~)A"-\Aj=~vA 	 ~ " 
""t ~ - (., /'- / Jf v'" [D."I ("$"is')(50~ :: 21..... >l \ S~~) 

w V:: J/'-::l r Y 1/'< raj <"t;*)(S"f)"')'=' =1 ~ 
I Cr~ • '<'-j NSlt't9 

(b) A more advanced, realistic road involves banked curves. (You'll see this \ (:\ rJ lJ)S& 

on racetracks). See the figure. We won't work any of these problems. "'""\ 
However, you have enough understanding to explain the following: How is ~ 
the banked curve different in terms of forces than unbanked curves? What "~ 0 ,,~ 
benefit does the banked curve offer the driver? Why would these be used on 9~"< ..~<l 
racetracks? How would the banking angle change the situation? ~ ../i < >,,,.l"'~ ~ 8 

I!'"~ ~ --- Ii}

j'J $,VI e '.fCbS 9 
~ovvrlft'\JAt of Ai ~ c~1r01/~ 

w-t,vh;"" + hO,",""-'( >b~ .. dJ 
~~~ ~ ~ ~.Ja..., ,;,.. !:,';c.-/'C., 

(answers: now there is a component of the normal force that acts centripetally; consequently, the car 
can go faster because there is now an additjonal force that keeps the car in the curve. If theta goes up, 
this component increases) 
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Problem 5: Here is another problem involving static friction and circular motion. It conles from an 
oldAPexam: 

c\\ 
;o.ii~ I) 

S. 	 (10 points) . 

A coin C of mass O.OOSO kg is placed on a horizontal disk at a distance of 0.14 m from me center, as shown 

above. The disk rotates ata constant rate in a counterclockwise direction as seen from above. The coin does 

not slip. and the time it takes for the coin to make a complete revolution is 1.55. I J- 0 t ~ I, S- kv 


<a> 	 The figure below shows the disk and coin as viewed. from above. Draw and label vectorS on the figure 

below 10 show lhe instantaneous acceleration and linear velocity vectors for the coin when·it is at the 

position shown. 


(b) 	 Determine the linear speed of the coin. '. ~ . ) (. ) 
,,~ . S {'.~ft\Is~ ,J'f 

(c) 	The rate of rotation oftbe disk is gradually increased. The coeffiCient of $Wit friction between the coin ~ 
and the disk is 0.50. Determine the linear speed of the coin when it just begins to slip. -::..; ,,-= 0 I S3JA...~ 

(d) If the experiment in pan (c.) were repeated with a second, identical coin glued to the top of the first coin, 

how would this affect the answer to pan (c)? Explain your reasoning. 


(V\A~ Sts ~te~ 

Ii -r .~. ~/\1'(J &I\.r 
~ 

. 

/ ~ u~lV\~ 

~V 
J-~s~~* I 

ofA~~
0·91 

(answers: the linear speed of the coin = O~mls; the coin begins to slip at 0.83 m/s; with another coin 
glued to the top, there would be no change as the masses cancel out.) 
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Problem 6. Conical Pendulum. Here is another common problem often found. It is called a conical 
pendulum. See the pictures: 

An object of mass, m, whirls around in 
a circle at some velocity, v. A string of 
length, L, attaches the mass to the 
ceiling. There is tension, T, in the 
string that both supports the weight of 
the object AND supplies the centripetal 
force. Do you see how? Break the 

l tensional force into its components. 
•

I 	

Check this out: 

Well, let's put in some numbers: L = 1.7 m; m = 1.5 kg; theta 37 degrees measured from the vertical. 

c. 'd h . c. 	 • 1- , (). - ,g '"" tJ !:rVt sf':;, flt' tJ(a) What 10rce prOVl es t e centnpetallorce and calculate Its value. SI'" -	 , , 

(b) How fast is the object moving along the path? 
(c) Calculate the time it takes the mass to make one complete revolution. I~ 

tb) I )\~e--=- F(,=""'"\}<'
,- 0 0 >9 =- WV\j 	 r-=- I, 7-

r 
~,"" 37 

l> 

r-:t.
T Cb~ 31° == ,.5Jcj {',l-jsj I " , N -=- ,. S-I::j " .-=-1, 0 LJV'-I 

I. 0 Z,., 
(G) 2ru-:: Vr=- 1<b,'i,tJ 

V;. LI i s·,"ls, -t 21tJO.02.~ 
(answers: the force acting centripetally is T*sin(theta) and its value is 11.1 N; the object is travelling JI~~ 
around 2.7 or 2.8 mls; it takes 2.3 seconds to make one complete revolution) t=--7... s3 

Loop-the _Loop Problems. These problems take many forms but many involve vertical circles. Check 
~ 

it out: 

Problem 5: 

In 1901, circus performer, Allo "Dare-devil" Diavolo 
introduced the circus stunt of riding a bicycle in a 
loop-the-Ioop. 

Assuming that the loop is a circle with radius, R = 2.7 
meters, what is the least speed (v) Diavolo could have 
just to get around the top of the loop? (Ifhe travels 
less than this speed, he falls offl) 

Hint, draw a force diagram for Diavolo at the top of 

the loop. ~ A+ ka~+- <.>~) I.. ~ k'ls e.\!I<'J\~.l'" ~ dJ_)
~tW.\ vM+Ztd- vJ/ .sv"'fa~ ( b.e..~ LAfllfF 

~ N=--O MC\ :: """t/'f , C""'- 
(answer 5.1 mls or aroundJ1 mph) 	 J /r V-=- \I W"'~ 
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Space Stations and centripetal forces 

As we discussed in class, a rotating space station can provide artificial gravity The problem really is the size of 
the structure and the expense of building something so large. Another issue is the rotational speed. People can 
fee] sick if the structure is rotating too quickly. 

Problem 7: 

(a) Various research mention 2.5 RPM as the maximum rotation rate (omega) acceptable to space 
station crew, while the lower 1 RPM is more ideal for the comfort of the crew. Given a similar 
artificial gravity Earth's gravity 9.8 m/s/s, what would the radius of the space station have to be for 
both levels of rotational velocity? r-::; '1,g/2(2.. I.. L,S" rot)( ~ 't ~4~= '0. L~Z. ~J 

V"= ~ r= I Lf 2. g ~ A-It 1ft ,0 we,. , .....t J 

w'-r:: ",Bj,tDSz... I ....+ ~ y. 'Af\j~/ .x 2:,t..!:; .{D5 ~ 
r ::: ~JtA" /60~ t r.t S 

(Answers: for 2.5 rpm, the radius of the space station would be = to around 143 m; at 1 rpm, the station 
would need to be build larger, around 894 m). 

(f, - 81'1 
(b) If all things remain the same, how does the size ofthe structure change if we rotate the space 
station slower? 

(answer: radius must increase) 

(c) Let's say we would like to rotate the space station to mimic the moon's gravitational attraction 
instead of the Earth's. Would the space station need to be larger or smaller in size now? 

(answer: radius decreases) y- -:: '!'::J 1,,,;"- q).j, I W- ,j; 

(d) Could you think ofa design that would allow you to have several different gravities on one rotating 

object? ...... r4\@r::'l >.e v V' 

\j' ~'J\?) 
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